
Sing and Dance &                            
I’m Thankful 

Music is all around us.  The children will learn 
about musical instruments, rhythm, and sound.  
They will explore how to make music with their 
bodies by clapping and snapping and how to make 
instruments out of everyday, household items. 

Then the theme of “I’m Thankful” provides a 
simple explanation of the first Thanksgiving and 
explores the meaning and some familiar symbols 
of the holiday. 

Continue at Home 

How can you continue at home what is being 
experienced during school? 

Sing songs with your child.  Teach them songs 
you sand when you were their age.  Your child 
won’t mind if you cannot carry a tune!  Your 
enthusiasm and excitement will encourage your 
child to sing and perform along with others or 
on their own.  Keep a song in your heart! 

Provide materials for your child to make simple 
musical instruments.  A drum can be made using 
an empty oatmeal carton or coffee can.  Your 
child can personalize the instrument by 
decorating the outside with paper, crayons, and 
markers.  Make a kazoo by attaching a small 
piece of waxed paper to the end of a cardboard 
tube with a rubber band.  Poke a small hole in 
the waxed paper and your child will be ready to 
toot away!  Compare the sounds produced by 
the different instruments to develop auditory 
discrimination skills. 

Visit with your child about what you are 
thankful for.  To foster thankfulness in your 
child, ask them what makes them happy, teach 
them to say “thank you” in appropriate 
situations, read books about thankfulness, and 
model gratitude in your words and actions.  Be 
patient!  Thankfulness is a virtue that requires 
practice year round.

Everyday Spanish 
House — Casa 

Bathroom — Baño 
Kitchen — Cocina 

Bedroom — Dormitorio

Book Suggestions 
The Animals’ Song by David L Harrison 

M is for Music by Kathleen Krull 
Creepy Crawly Calypso by Tony Langham 

Zin! Zin! Zin! A Violin by Lloyd Moss 
What is Thanksgiving? by Michelle Medlock Adams 
Pete the Cat: The First Thanksgiving by James & 

Kimberly Dean 
On the Mayflower by Kate Waters 
Five Silly Turkeys by Salina Yoon
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curriculum info for: november

Nursery Rhyme Numbers

Letters Shape & Color
November Areas of Focus

Hey Diddle Diddle

Nature Room

& Migration
Hybernation


